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Abstract

This thesis investigates HFDF confidence region (CR)

shape exhibited by geolocations in a search-and-rescue

context. In Phase I, a Keeney-Raiffa multiattribute utility

function was developed which allowed an analytical measure

of preference between elliptical and equivalent-probability

circular CRs. Phase II utilized a likelihood approach to

establish CR shape for sample operational qeolocations

having multiple points of bearing intersections.

For 12 sample Phase I geolocations, the elliptical CR

always had higher utility than its corresponding circular

CR. For accepted sample geolocations (circular CR area

5 3.142x104 n mi2 ), a preference condition was developed

whereby a circular CR would only be preferred over the

corresponding elliptical CR if the relative percent utility

difference was less than some PvD-n.tablishcd thr--Vld

percentage. Five out of the six rejected sample

gpolorations had elliptical CR eerentrieitieq in excps of

0.98 suggesting the need for additional geolocation

acceptability criteria. Further, one geolocation was

falsely rejected as its ellipt icl CP area was less thin the

3.142x10 4 P mi 2 value.
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In Oiase II, near elliptically -shaped unimodal C~s were,

obqerved for the operational geolocatdoons studied. 1hs

results suqost operational CR approximation via

analytically derived elliptical C~s.



TW ';tlitv f E "irci 'I, - iuu 11(.(..
for HFT-F Receivers

I . Introducti on

Pa -croundic The United States operates a worldwide netv-..-ri-k

of receiving stations which perform a Search and Rescue

n1i ssion. These stations both receive and process

distress signals from airplanes and ships at i andom1 POnLIts

alogq documented traffic corridors. A minim-ium, ofthe

rem iving stations are required to process a distress sic~nai

L' )uel to produce a po zies L iiate and Ltn coum[-I't-, aI

SA".R i s s io n. Each station contains; twoM comp-lementingT

st tem whchperform the geolocation of the sqa

tra~cm~ttr.The f 2,the Receiving Subsystem (PS), is

~ri:.ai~vused to detect the emergency; transmfission anid

hogr .io eol ocati on process which the High F-requency

Lire I. eFinding subsystem ( HFF) completes resul ting : in an

estitmaed location of the signal transmitter. All statioens

cen': oe E aid a. range of from zer totn BE

r eovicosFurther, each IRS can sample the an-ti, e

t a ii L tor f rocpien cy ran go of intearest w'h t I e eca h HEF

resurc cn cover-- at. mosft a siliigle a-ss:qc( Iue h M and ctJ

thi s r aiigo (3:1-2).



In light of the frequency coverage limitations of the

HFDF subsystems, the optimal allocation of frequencies that

increases the probability of successful geolocation must be

determined. To accomplish this optimization, each station's

line-of-bearing to the transmitter area must result in a

geolocation with an acceptable elliptical confidence region.

The confidence region is elliptical due to the underlying

bivariate-normal distribution chosen for the fix estimates.

This region establishes the area of transmitter location to

a Department of Defense (DOD) selected probability of 0.9

(3:2,4,7-9).

The DOD has established an objective function to

maximizc the expected number of geolocations in a SAR

network. By approximating the confidence ellipse with a

circle of equivalent area, the radius can be used as an

acceptability criterion for candidate HFDF station

combinations. A maximum allowable confidence region radius

is incorporated into the objective function by way of an

indicator function. This indicator function is either

assigned a value of one (highest utility) if the equivalent

circle radius of the confidence region is less than some

acceptable nautical mile limit, or a value of zero (lowest

utility) otherwise (3:9).

Recent work in this area of the SAR mission has focused

on obtaining an optimal frequency assignment to known HFDF

2



systems using a multiobjective linedr programming technique.

However, this work did not explicitly address the confidence

region radius limitation (ll:vii). Analysis of the possible

elliptical and circular confidence regions for any

geolocation can aid decision makers in determining the most

promising geolocations for the allocation of SAR resources.

Research Objectives In order to supplement the results of

current work in this area, emphasis is placed on the

examination of circular and elliptical confidence regions to

understand how attributes such as shape and area could

impact SAR operations. The purpose of this research is

twofold. First, Phase I establishes an analytical measure

of preference between an elliptical confidence region and

its corresponding equivalent-probability circular confidence

region. A utility function establishes this preference

measure. As used in this objective statement, utility is

defined as the value that a decision maker would attach to a

number of competing alternatives (13:25). Second, Phase II

examines the confidence region shape exhibited by

operational geolocations with the aim of developing a

measure of validity for the analytical results of Phase I.
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II. Literature Review

The discussion which follows highlights literature

relevant to accomplishing the objectives of this research

The review addresses topics in the following areas: 1) the

concepts behind high frequency (HF) propagation; 2) the

presence, nature, and modeling of errors in high frequency

direction finding (HFDF); 3) the various algorithms in use

for fixing the location of HF transmissions; and 4) the

theory and development of utility functions.

HF Propagation In a Search and Rescue (SAR) context, HF

radio is the primary means of establishing communication

between the shore and seagoing vessels in distress. HF can

propagate either by means of a groundwave or through the

atmosphere as a skywave. Because groundwave propagation is

limited to a practical maximum distance of 300 miles over

sea, propagation by skywave is more likely for SAR missions.

Skywave propagation is due to Lhe refracting or bending of

the HF energy wave by the ionosphere. It is the skywave

that allows HF communications of up to 4000 miles in a

single refraction or hop (9:1-8).

Several ionospheric phenomena affect skywave

propagation. Jannusch categorizes these phenomena as

follows: 1) the layered nature of the ionosphere; 2) solar

induced changes; 3) daily, seasonal, and geographic

variations; and 4) changes induced by the earth's magnetic

4



field. Of the four identified layers of the ionosphere, the

outermost or F region is the most efficient for skywave

propagation. This region is found at altitudes ranging from

100 to 200 miles. In conjunction with the other layers,

however, multi-mode propagation effects can occur when the

HF wave refracts at more than one layer, resulting in

multiple wave return paths for the same incident wave. The

other phenomena listed above generally change the make-up of

these layers. The following changes affect HF wave

propagation: 1) electron density with time of day; 2) layer

altitude with time of year; and 3) electron distribution

with sunspot activity. Also, the presence of both

travelling ionospheric disturbances and tilts changes the

apparent height and location of refraction, thereby

affecting the azimuthal or elevational angle of the return

wave (10:14-18; 3:14). As defined by Heaps, tilts are

"planes of constant electron density (that) are not

precisely parallel to the earth" (8:11).

Analytical Modeling of HFDF Bearing Errors Bearing error is

defined by Jannusch as "the difference between the azimuth

angle from true north reported by a radio direction finding

station and the true azimuth angle of the great-circle path

to the transmitter" (10:8-9). Five types of bearing error

are known to exist: 1) instrumental; 2) site; 3) wave-

interference; 4) propagation; and 5) subjective. The first
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three categories of bearing error can be reduced by the

application of careful system design, by locating sites in

places that minimize re-radiation of the arriving

wavefronts and by the identification of multiple

interfering rays. The last two bearing error types are not

easily reduced. Propagation errors, which are produced by

tilts in the ionosphere, are manifested by ray path .hich

deviate from the great-circle path containing the

transmitter. Subjective errors are those errors caused by

the human element interfacing with the system and can never

be eliminated (10:8-10).

According to Heaps, propagation errors contribute the

greatest to errors in position location (8:14). In a second

article by Heaps, the ionospheric tilts and travelling

ionospheric disturbances are responsible for the majority of

the errors by introducing uncertainty in both the angle of

the arriving wavefront and the altitude of the ionospheric

refracting layer (7:8). The remainder of this review

focusses upon these propagation errors.

Since errors associated with tilts and travelling

ionospheric disturbances are not predictable, the measured

line of bearing must be modeled as a random variable with

some form of probability distribution. The simplest model

used to describe a population of bearing errors is based on

the assumptions that individual bearing errors are

6



independent of each other and that they have a normal

distribution with constant mean and variance. The most

widely used form of this model has a mean equal to zero and

a variance which is a function of various environmental

factors such as the time of day. Models which rely on

environmental factors use some type of variance predictor in

order to arrive at a reasonable expected value for use in

fixing algorithms. A second category of models is known as

leptokurtic models because they generate a population

distribution with a larger measure of peakedness (kurtosis)

than that of the normal distribution. This type of

distribution is built by overlaying a normal distribution

upon a uniform distribution. As in the simple model

developed above, the propagation errors are largely normal

while the uniform distribution describes the probability

that a particular bearing is a wild bearing. A wild bearing

can be any bearing which is outside an established true

error limit. Ten degrees is a common limit used (4:24-32).

Given the bearing errors modeled by the above mean, the

development of a confidence region is necessary to establish

a degree of location certainty. Felix defines a confidence

region as "a region which will include the true target

position some given percentage of the time, based on the

distribution of error" (4:71). Since each fix estimate will

possess its own confidence region, the confidence region of

7



a number of identically taken fixes is calculated as the

ratio of successful overlaps of the true target position to

the total number of fixes (4:71).

The confidence region is also related to the

distribution selected for the fixes. Since range and

azimuth variables are necessary to establish a fix estimate,

a bivariate-normal distribution can be used with the

assumptions developed previously for the univariate case.

For multiple fixes, the confidence region would appear

somewhat elliptical, centered about a mean range and azimuth

point. The major and minor axes defining the ellipse would

be in the range and azimuth directions (14:1-2).

Mathematical relationships have been developed to

define these elliptical confidence regions. For a 90%

confidence ellipse, Reilly defines the region as

X2  y
- + __ - 4.605

where X and Y are the fix coordinates in the XY plane, and

7× and c, are the standard deviations for the sarmple of

fixes in the X and Y directions respectively (14:2-5).

Analytical relationships have also been developed by the

Department of Defense (DOD) for computing the paraiieLcrs

defining HFDF confidence ellipses. The results can be used

to calculate major axis orientation, lengths of both the

8



major and minor axes, and the area of the ellipse. The

final results are summarized in Figure 1. The constants A',

B', and C' are functions of the bearing Pi from the

transmitLer to station i, the standard deviation a, of the

bearing from station i, and the angle Vr subtended at the

earth's center by the great circle range to the transmitter

from station i. The radius of the earth is denoted by p.

The DOD made several assumptions in its derivations: 1) line

of bearing projections are straight lines; 2) an observation

error displaces a line of bearing parallei Lo itself; 3) the

true range is significantly greater than the error in its

estimate; and 4) the earth is flat in the area of interest

(2: all).

Fixing Algorithms and Ionospheric Prediction Models Unlike

the analytical algorithms discussed above, fixing algorithms

are used operationally to arrive at position estimates.

Fixing algorithms can be categorized by the approach each

one takes to determine a best-point-estimate of location

from a sample of bearings. Three types of approaches exist:

1) geometric; 2) multiple regression; and 3) non linear

programming.

FFIX is an algorithm which uses a geometric approach.

It features a maximiim likelihood mpthod which ]ocates i

9



Orientation of the major axis:

I -1/2C\ ~ r , tan -1 2C"
-tan -In A' -/2 tan <w/2 (34a)#'max = tn -- ) 2 , / - A'-B"-1/

1l A'-B" > 0
-A=-- (34b)

1, A'-B" < 0

One half the length of the major axis: 1/2

r -2pln (l-P) (35)
max ASIN 2max _-i max COS'max+B COS max

One half the length of the minor axis:
• 2. 1/2

-2pln(l-P) (36)
VA'COS2Max+2C'COS MaxSIN +B'SIN2" j

ma SN max max

Area of the ellipse:

Ae = -21Pln(l-P) (37)

A -B '-C '2

n SIN 25i SIN iCOS (i
n COS'Bi B " =  .2IT. ,C =2 SN2 vi (38)

A0 c SI-N I ' i= i= oSIN SN
i=J-

" measured CW from north
max

i bearing from target to ith DF site, CW from north

Figure 1. Elliptical Confidence Region Parameters (2: 21)
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position estimate by finding a point whose squared distance

from all other points is a minimum. Other information

provided by this algorithm includes confidence ellipse

parameters and a chi square statistic which represents the

goodness of fit of the sample error distribution with a true

normal distribution. This statistic is also used to

identify wild bearings (4:44-49).

The second type of algorithmic approach is used by

NOSCLOC. This model provides a minimum value for both the

unbiased variance estimate of position and the confidence

region area (4:50-55).

The nonlinear programming approach is used by

FALCONFIX. Unlike the previous algorithms, which eliminate

wild bearings, FALCONFIX uses all bearings to determine a

most likely position. The algorithm uses7 a bearing variance

model which uses an error distribution referred to as a

composite normal-uniform which is similar to those of the

leptokurtic models discussed earlier. The standard

deviation of the bearing errors is used to arrive at a

likelihood function. Each possible mode or maxima of this

function is determined using gradient search techniques.

These techniques attempt to find the direction of movement

along a surface which will lead to the greatest increase in

the likelihood function. The resulting points represent

position estimates (4:58-61).

11



Accuracy obtained using these fixing algorithms can be

enhanced by the use of ionospheric prediction models.

Rather than just statistically rejecting wild bearings as is

done in the FFIX and NOSCLOC algorithms, models such as the

Tactical Prediction Model (TPM) can be used to assist in the

bearing selection process. TPM can provide usable frequency

ranges over specific paths, skywave propagation probability

for the paths, and plots of bearing variance as a function

of propagation factors. Bearing selection can also be

enhanced by the use of doppler difference frequency

techniques which permit the detection of travelling

ionospheric disturbances and multimode propagation. From

tii results of Jannusch's wuik, it was clear that both the

use of TPM and travelling ionospheric detection techniques

improved fix estimation (10:19-23,63).

Utility Functions A utility function can be described as a

means of representing nonlinear preferences for possiDie

benefits and losses in situations that involve uncertainty.

The concept of utility measurement permits the creation of

such utility functions. The axiomatic basis for the utility

function leads to two practical results: 1) the utility of

a consequence can be measured on an ordered metric scale

permitting subsequent calculations and analysis; and 2) the

measurement of utility is an equivalency procedure using

probabilities as weights (1:352-371).

12



Two primary methods exist for measuring one-dimensional

utility. The first is a certainty equivalent or fractile

method. This approach establishes points on the utility

curve by establishing the outcomes which are valued equally

to some binary stimulus lottery whose outcomes are set

initially at the extremes of the range. This method uses

the same probability in all stimulus lotteries. In general,

a lottery can be defined as a set of possible outcomes, X2,

with probability of occurrence P, which can be written

(Xl,Pl; X2,P2; . . .). A binary lottery contains only two

outcomes with complementary probabilities and can be

represented by (Xl,Pl; X2).

The second method of measuring utility is referred to

as the lottery equivalent/probability. As the name implies,

a binary lottery is made equivalent to a binary stimulus

lottery whose outcomes are fixed at the extremes of the

range. By varying the probability equivalent, P,, outcomes

are generated whose utility can be shown to a1ways c 1 :J

2P.

In calculating the above utilities, both methods use an

important result of the utility axioms:

TJ( lottry) - EP xU7(X )

13



Coa discrete points rerresenting the ut i lities of v.ario.-;

outcomes have been measured, an analytic function can then

be fit. Two kinds of functional forms presently in use

include the exponential, U(X) - a + becx, and the power

function, U(X) - a + bXc, where a, b, and c represent

characteristic parameters (1: 373-384).

Since many situations exist requiring analysis of

consequences with more than one dimension, analytic methods

for measuring preferences of such consequences have been

developed. Keeney-Raiffa multiattribute utility is one

appron- whi-h in yr-f.-.v -o other mey elementary mi-c-s.

Two assumptions on the structure of preferences provide the

basis for the theory. The first, preferential independence,

states that the rankinq of preferences over any pair of

attributes qiven some level of the other attributes will be

maintained fo: all levels of these other attributes. The

secnal uS3UPPvo.k is utilit ai Ipcendnc. !his Ussumpti on

provides that the indifference between a lottery and a

cel LaviK ;t , " dic.L i d . tLi iiut± yih*u n U Vu1 aI i

differnt attribte, is not affected by the levels of these

different atttibutoes. W Lu - Lw assumptions, the

Keeneyv-ha t m al id i iL ][utw ut ii y lurci o L I (X) As

de t npd

14



KU(X) + 1 - 17 (KkU(X,) + 1) (1)

where U(X,) are one-dimensional utility functions, K is a

normalizing factor which maintains consistency between the

defined scaling of the Keeney-Raiffa multiattribute utility

function U(X) and the U(X) , and k, is a scaling factor for

each attribute dimension. Each k, represents a

multiattribute utility when attribute i is at its most

desiiable level and all other attributes at their least

desirable levels: (X>,X.) - (X,P;X) . In the two-

dimensional case, an explicit solution for U(X) exists:

U(X ,X) -kU(X,) + kU(X ) + (1-k , -k2)U(X,)U(X,) (2)

where k can be shown to equal P, (1: 396-419).

In summary, this literature review provided

information essential to accomplishing the objective of this

research. The review began with a look at HF propagation.

The skywave propagation of HF radio waves is subject to

various ionospheric phenomena. Some of the more significant

effects include the presence of travelling ionospheric

disturbances and tilts. These effects produce the majority

of propaqation errors wh ich result in HFDF bearinq errors.

.5



These bearing errors are most commonly modeled as random

variables having a normal distribution. When distributed in

this manner, confidence regions are elliptical in shape and

have been mathematically defined. Using this background,

common fixing algorithms in use today were reviewed. With

the proper application of ionospheric prediction techniques,

these fixing algorithms can provide better fix estimation.

Finally, on a topic somewhat separate from the prior

material, utility functions were discussed wi ' emphasis on

utility measurement and the concepts of multiattribute

utility.

16



III. Phase I - Confidence Region Utility

This chapter presents the methodology used in executing

Phase I of this research and the results obtained.

Particular areas of the methodology addressed include a set

of conditions for the research, a step-by-step study

procedure, and a discussion of model formulation. Chapter

IV provides a similar development for Phase II of this

research.

Research Baseline The following conditions establish a

baseline from which this research proceeds.

1. As was in evidence during the literature review,

many fixing algorithms exist to estimate a transmitter

location. In order to consistently compare the results

of this research, the confidence area mathematics

developed by the DOD was used.

2. This research was not concerned with obtaining an

optimal frequency allocation to the known HFDF systems.

Particular receiver station characteristics, such as

the established number of HFDF assets per station and

the specific frequency assigned to each asset, were

therefore not considered factors.

Study Procedure The procedure discussed below permitted the

determination of rir':erence for elliptically shaped

confidence regions over equivalent-probability circular

regions. The steps included were as follows: 1) gathering

17



data forkthe geographic region being studied; 2) calculating

the necessary ellipse and equivalent circle parameters for

randomly generated geolocations; 3) calculating confidence

region utilities; and 4) determining confidence region

preferences.

Phase I Research. Work on the Phase I effort began

with data gathering using existing data provided by the DOD.

The following data was necessary: 1) latitude and longitude

of both the appropriate HFDF receiving stations and

transmitting location; 2) the standard deviation of the

bearings from each receiving station; and 3) an acceptable

circular confidence region radius value (d,) for the

transmiLLing locaLion.

Using established locations of SAR transmitter areas,

the North Sea area was arbitrarily selected for this

research. The location of this transmitter area, in decimal

degrees, is 57.33N and 2.03E. Its acceptable circular

confidence region radius is 100 nautical miles. The subset

of candidate receiver stations were selected from a total of

30 worldwide sites. The necessary data for those sites is

included in Table 1. All sites except the one in San

Francisco, CA were chosen because of their close proximity

to the North Sea area (12: all).

18



TABLE 1

CANDIDATE HFDF RECEIVER STATIONS

HFDF Receiver Site Location Bearing
(decimal deg) o (rad)

San Francisco, CA (R01) 37.75N 122.43W .1208359

Ribeira Grande, Azores (R07) 37.78N 025.50W .0622357

Norfolk, VA (ROB) 36.88N 076.27W .0902294

Bangor, ME (R09) 44.75N 068.83W .0759217

St. Johns, Newfoundland 47.55N 052.67W .0604329
(RI0)

Reykjavik, Iceland (R14) 64.15N 021.95W .0473332

Montrose, Scotland (R15) 56.75N 002.75W .0841106

Cadiz, Spain (R16) 36.53N 006.30W .0421765

Munich, W. Germany (R17) 48.07N 011.70E .0432817

Brindisi, Italy (R18) 40.63N 017.93E .0392714

London, England (R20) 51.83N 000.00W .0654783

Athens, Greece (R21) 37.98N 023.73E .0573793

Paris, France (R22) 48.87N 002.47E .0518221

Stockholm, Sweden (R29) 59.33N 018.08E .0511218

Once the necessary data was obtained, random

geolocations were established consisting of three HFDF

receivers each. The procedure following was used to

establish a sample of ten random geolocations.

1. The first nine geolocations were established from

the sample of sites listed in Table 1 less the site at

San Francisco, CA. The tenth geolocation was
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established from the 30 HFDF sites available worldwide

and was included to recognize the possi.bility of

obtaining a geolocation with a bearing from a remote

sensor site. It was the tenth geolocation which

included the San Francisco site.

2. Random numbers in sets of three were generated

across a range equal to the number of available sites.

The numbers were then rounded to the nearest integer.

3. After ordering the sites used for the first nine

samples as shown in Table 1, the geolocations were

generated by matching the random integer value to the

receiver site with that same position in the order.

The tenth geolocation was esLablished similarly with

the 30 sites ordered as shown in the previously

referenced DOD letter.

Two additional geolocations were selected so as to include

bearings from the closest sensor sites (geolocation #11) in

combination with smaller bearing standard deviations

(geolocation #12). The 12 resulting geolocations are

presented in Table 2.

For each of the 12 geolocations both the elliptical and

circular confidence region parameters were calculated as

discussed below. Using equations from the DOD Technical

Memcrandum (2: 25), functions of the angles V and P were

first determined. f represents the angle subtended at the
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TABLE 2

SAMPLE GEOLOCATIONS

Geolocation # HFDF Stations

1 (R09,R14,R21)

2 (R08,R14,R20)

3 (ROS,R09,R29)

4 (R07,R16,R17)

5 (R08,R09,R15)

6 (R16,R20,R22)

7 (R20,R21,R29)

8 (R1O,RI7,R21)

9 (R07,R15,R18)

10 (RO1,R07,R18)

11 (R14,RI5,R29)

12 (RI4,R17,R29)

earth's center by the great circle range from the receiving

station to the transmitting location. P represents the

bearing from the transmitter to the receiving station

measured clockwise from North. These angles were then used

to calculate the intermediate values A', B', and C' followed

by the ellipse parameters Ae (ellipse area), rmin (one-half

of the minor axis length), rmax (one-half of the major axis

length), and O'max (major axis orientation) as defined in

Figure 1. All of these computations were accomplished using

the MathCad software. For the equivalent-probability
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circular region, the following approach was used for

parameter calculation, as developed by Harter (6:all).

1. It was assumed that the two variables x and y, which

represent the orthogonal components of the transmitter

miss distance, were normally and independently

distributed. Further, the components each had zero

mean and standard deviations of Yx and oy, labelled

such that Ox Oy.

2. The standard deviations were calculated using

equations developed in the DOD Technical Memorandum:

G b
a b-c 2

a
Sab-c2

1 1 , -i C

where a-xA, b-xB , c- xC', and p is the radius
p4  p2  p2

of the earth in statute miles. The values A', B', and

C' are the same intermediate vaiuts calculated above.

3. After re-labelling the above values o, and aY such

that ox o!, the value c-._2 was calculated. This value
Oy

should not be confused with the variable c defined in
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the DOD Memorandum.

4. Using this calculated c value and letting the

cumulative probability P equal 0.90 as for the

elliptical confidence region, Table 2 from Harter

(6:728) was used to determine the K value. The K value

represents a multiplier used in calculating the radius

of the equal-probability circle. Linear interpolation

was used when necessary in determining the K values.

5. Finally, the radius of the circular region

containing 90% of the transmitter position estimates

was found by calculating Ko,.

The discussion that follows illustrates the approach

taken in determining contidence region preferences. The

approach examines preferences for instances where

geolocations would be both accepted and rejected under

current practice. Preferences between the elliptical and

circular confidence regions were determined from the above

parameters using a developed utility function. The

specifics of the utility function development and

calibration are included in the section on model

formulation.

Geolocations are currently accepted if the circular

confidence region area is less than some established

cri-tical value. For those geolocations currently accepted,

confidence region preferences were ultimately based on the
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magnitud4 of the difference between the utilities of both

the elliptical and circular regions. Since the elliptical

confidence region will always have higher utility (see

utility function formulation), the circular confidence

region will only be preferred when the following condition

holds:

U(elliptical CR) - U(circular CR) x 100 (3)
U(elliptical CR)

where 8 is a threshold percentage to be established by the

DOD. The above calculation provides a measure of the

percent of utility lost through the use of the circular

confidence region. $ represents the minimum loss percentage

necessary to justify use of the elliptical confidence

region.

In the instance where geolocations are currently

rejected (i.e. the circular confidence region area is

greater than some established value), confidence region

preferences will be determined based on the area of the

corresponding elliptical region. If the area of the

elliptical ruyion is less than the critical value, it will

be preferred. Utility evaluations in this case carry added

significance in that they will determine if a "good"

geolocation was in fact jcjected. If the elliptical iegion

area is also greater than the critical area, neither region
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will be preferred.

Model Formulation Model formulation for Phase I consisted

of the development/calibration of a utility function to

measure preferences among confidence region representations.

Utility Function Development. A multiattribute utility

function of the Keeney-Raiffa form was chosen as the

analytic method to measure confidence region preferences.

Several steps were involved in developing such a function:

1) determination of the attributes or dimensions existing in

the problem; 2) verification of the utility independfcr.3

assumption; 3) measurement of the individual attribute

utilities and scaling factors; and 4) determination of the

multiattribute utility function of the form given by Eq (2).

Each of these steps are discussed in detail.

Attribute Determination. In order to establish

the most important attributes for this problem, a look back

to the research objective may be useful. If the ultimate

aim is to somehow aid the search and rescue (SAR) process,

attention must be focussed on those confidence region

parameters which affect the conduct of the SAR mission.

The most obvious parameter is the area of the

confidence region. As the confidence region area decreases,

the SAR mission has a greater chance of success and vice

versa.

A second and somewhat less apparent parameter is that
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of confidence region eccentricity, which is a measure of the

degree of elliptical shape. Eccentricity is defined for an

ellipse by the ratio - where c is one-half the distance
a

between the foci and a is one-half the major axis length.

For any given acceptable confidence region area, the shape

requiring the shortest search path distance to completely

cover the confidence region would likely contribute more to

SAR mission success. Since confidence region area and

eccentricity are seen as two of the most influential

attributes in measuring the differences between circular and

elliptical confidence region approximations, only these two

attributes are used in this research.

Having established the attributes, their appropriate

ranges of values were determined. Also, from the extremes

of these ranges, highest and lowest levels of preference

were assigned. For the area attribute, expected values

ranged from a minimum of near zero, which corresponded to a

point location, to a maximum of 3.142x10 4 n mi 2, where the

maximum allowable error radius is 100 nautical miles. The

minimum range value is the most desired value of the area

attribute while the maximum value is the least desired. The

use of a circular area to define the least preferred

confidence region area can be explained by the fact that the

equivalent-probability circular region approximation will
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always have greater area than the elliptical region it

approximates. Therefore, the maximum allowable area will

always correspond to that of the circular region.

For the eccentricity attribute, the range of values is,

by definition, from a minimum of zero, which represents a

circular shape, to a maximum of 1.0 which equates to a

straight line. An eccentricity of one is most desirable

while a value of zero is least desirable. This can best be

seen by using a search example. For eccentricities close to

one, the resulting search area could conceivably be

completely covered by a single search path. As

eccentricities approach zero, multiple search paths may be

required to cover the entire area w,hich will therefore

require a longer total search path.

Verification of Utility Independence. As was

discussed in Chapter 2, both preferential and utility

independence assumptions form the basis of multiattribute

utility theory. For the two-dimensional case, however, only

the concept of utility independence has relevance since

preferential independence looks at the order of ranking

existing between pairs of attributes for given levels of

other attributes. Utility independence must be verified for

area relative to eccentricity, and vice versa.

The utility independence of area is established when,

for all levels of eccentricity, an indifference statement
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between several levels of area remains valid. Using the

followinc indifference result provided by the DOD as an

example, utility independence for area would exist if the

probability value of 0.25 remained constant for all given

values of eccentricity:

(0, P-0.25; 3.142x104 )-(0.5(3.142x10 4 ), 0.50; 3.142x104)

For eccentricity values near the bounds of the range, say

0.1 which corresponds to a highly circular region and 0.9

which represents a very narrow elliptical Legion, it is

reasonable to believe that the indifference probability will

remain near 0.25 in either case. The decisionmaker,

irrespective of confidence region eccentricity, will

continue to favor the first lottery for values of P > 0.25

since this represents the probability of getting a

confidence region area of near zero. The eccentricity of

such a region is of course meaningless. When viewed in

terms of the chance of qettinq the maximum area region, the

first lottery will also be favored only for lower values of

(1-P), say 0.6 to 0.7, since these regions are equally

unattractive with higher values of (1-P) regardless of their

shape. In a similar manner, the utility independence of

eccentricity relative to area could also be arqued.

One-Dimensional Utilities and Scaling Factors.

Measurements were made to allow formulation of utility
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functions and scaling factors for both the area and

eccentricity attributes. The lottery equivalent/probability

(LEP) method was employed to obtain the necessary

information.

For the eccentricity attribute, the general LEP

formulation is:

(1, P; 0.0)-(X,, 0.50; 0.0)

where P represents an indifference probability and X. a

variable level of eccentricity. To find P, a series of

questions were asked of the client/user utilizing a

bracketino approach to close in on P. For a value of X1-0 7

the series of questions had the form:

If given the choice between either a 50:50 chance of
getting an eccentricity, e, of 0.7 or 0.0 or a P:(l-P)
chance of getting an eccentricity of 1 or 0, which
would you prefer if P = 40%? 10%? 30%? or finally,
20.?

The user sequentially answered these questions until a P

value was reached where he was indifferent between the tw..o

binary lotteries. Similar sets of questions were asked for

various values ot X, with the result being (X.,P) pairs irom

which utility values were calculated using the relation

U(X,)-2P. These values subsequently defined the utility

function.

The same app-oach was taken for the area atti i lute.
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Functional forms were then fit to these measurements thereby

simplifying subsequent utility calculations. The

characteristic parameters of the appropriate functional form

resulted from the application of nonlinear regression

analysis in the Statgraphics software.

A similar technique determined the scaling factors for

each attribute. Again using eccentricity as an example, the

LEP formulation has the general form:

(e=l, A-3. 142x101) - [ (e=l, A=0) , P ; (e-0, A-3. 142×I0l)]

where P again represents an indifference probability. A

single set of questions like the ones above were used to

obtain P. This value of P is the scaling factor. The

complete questionnaire provided to the DOD and the four sets

of responses obtained are presented as Appendix A.

Formation of the Two-Dimensional Multiattribute

Utility Function. Having arrived at scaling factors and

one-dimensional utility functions for both the area and

eccentricity attributes, these quantities were then

substituted into Eq (2). To better understand the genesis

of this two-dimensional function, the following derivation

is offered.

The multiattribute utility function is defined as

follows:
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KU(X) + 1 - f (KkIU(Xi) + 1) (1)

where U(X) is scaled from U(X.)-O to U(X*)-1.O and U(X,) is

scaled from U(X<)-O to U(Xi)-1.O for the best and worst

levels of X,. An expression for the normalizing parameter K

is now found by applying the above definitions for U(X) and

U(Xi) . Substituting U(X)-1.O and U(X,)-i.O into Eq (1)

gives the following result:

K + 1 - (Kk + 1)

For the two-dimensional case, an explicit solution exists

for K:

K - (l-k-k 2 )
(ki k 2 )

By substituting this into the expanded two-dimensional form

of Ej (1), the final form of the utiliLy funcLioii is

obtained:

U(X,X 2 ) - kU(X,) + k2U(X 2 ) + (1-k,-k 2 )U(XI)U(X 2 ) (2)

Results. This section displays the results obtained from

Phase I. The presentation is in the following order: 1)

elliptical confidence region parameters; 2) the equivalent
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probability circular confidence region parameters; and 3)

the utility results for both of the above regions.

Confidence Region Parameters. Table 3 captures the

important 90% elliptical confidence region parameters for

the 12 geolocations. Similarly, Table 4 lists the 90%

circular confidence region parameters. As discussed in the

methodology, the area of the circular confidence region was

calculated using a radius of Ka x.

In order to more easily visualize the area differences

between the two confidence regions, plots containing traces

of both regions were constructed for the 12 geolocations.

These plots are presented in Appendix B.
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TABLE 3

ELLIPTICAL CONFIDENCE REGION PARAMETERS

Geo. # rmax (n mi) rmin (n mi) A 104n mi 2  
ma (rad)

1 871.026 72.510 19.736 2.274

2 94.627 46.081 1.370 0.049

3 559.566 56.627 9.947 1.235

4 120.459 57.462 2.175 -0.479

5 743.036 27.695 6.462 1.39

6 259.287 35.372 2.882 0.136

7 72.031 41.754 0.945 0.581

8 335.718 56.534 5.967 -0.678

9 107.737 27.330 0.924 1.414

10 206.449 96.460 6.256 -0.685

11 100.388 24.599 0.776 1.402

12 66.460 44.641 0.932 2.01

Utility Function Formulation. Before calculating

confidence region utilities, the multiattribute utility

function was formed. Using the survey results provided bv

the DOD (see Appendix A), four sets of one-dimensional

utility values were obtained for both the eccentricity and

area attributes. In addition, four responses for each

attribute's scaling factor were also provided by the

surveys.
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TABLE 4

CIRCULAR CONFIDENCE REGION PARAMETERS

Geo. # 0 (n mi) OY (n mi) c K A- 104n mi 2

1 310.491 263.629 .85 1.99498 120.538

2 44.055 21.555 .49 1.73329 1.832

3 246.329 89.501 .36 1.68904 54.383

4 51.324 35.124 .68 1.84833 2.827

5 340.604 63.637 .19 1.65637 99.992

6 119.730 23.132 .19 1.65637 12.356

7 30.022 24.574 .82 1.96656 1.095

8 122.943 100.264 .82 1.96656 18.364

9 49.632 14.811 .30 1.67383 2.168

10 79.755 70.105 .88 2.02341 8.182

11 46.157 13.757 .30 1.67383 1.875

12 29.396 22.972 .78 1.93059 1.012

One-dimensional utility functions were first fit

to the survey data. These were obtained from plots of

utility versus attribute value. For the eccentricity

attribute, the four plots led to the creation of two

distinct functional forms: 1) a piecewise linear function

which served as an upper bound for the survey data; and 2) a

power function representing a lower bound. The upper bound

function consolidated the results from surveys #2 and #3

while the lower bound function was developed from survey #4

results. The plot of survey #1 was essentially contained
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between these two bounding functions. As a result, these

two functions bracketed the utility outcomes for the

eccentricity attribute. The piecewise linear function

consisted of three parts defined over the entire range of

the eccentricity attribute:

U U(Xe3. )  - I . 14 3 (X ) (0.0: e<0.7)

U(Xe) - . 8 (0. 7 e 0.9)
U(Xel)-2(X) - 1 (0.9<e!l.0) (4)

The form of the lower bound function was obtained using

nonlinear regression analysis:

U(Xe2 ) - 0.989(X,) 1 .434  (5)

Regarding the area attribute, the survey data was best

described by a single linear function:

U(Xa) - -3.183"10-5(X") + 1.0 (6)

The final parameters needed to form the multiattribute

utility function were the attribute scaling factors ke and

ka. For eccentricity, the surveys generated ke values of

0.6, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.5. For the area attribute, survey

responses of 0.8, 0.8, 0.8, and 0.5 were given for ka. The

results were synthesized to single values of k-0. 55 and

ka-0.725 by averaging the above survey results.
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Twolrultiattribute utility functions of the general

form given by Eq (2) were developed:

U(XeIXa) - 0.55(U(Xi)) + 0.725(-3.183X10-5 (Xa) + 1.0) 7

- 0.275(U(Xei)) (-3.183XlO-5 (Xa) + 1.0) (7)

where U(Xl) may be any of the three functions given by Eq

(4), and

U(Xe2,X) - 0.55(0.989(Xe)1.434) + 0.725(-3.183×1o-5 (Xa) + 1.0)
- 0.275(0.989(X)

1  434 ). (-3.183x10-5(X,) + 1.0) (8)

Multiattribute Utility Calculations. Utility results

for each of the 12 geolocations are presented in Tables 5

and 6. Table 5 values were calculated from the utility

function defined by Eq (7) while Table 6 presents the

outcomes from Eq (8). Table 6 only presents utility results

for each confidence region, as the eccentricity and area

attribute values are identical to the ones shown in Table 5.

While the calculation is not shown, the eccentricity values

for the elliptical confidence regions were calculated

directly from the r .. and r,, values found in Table 3.

Utility Comparisons. In order to determine confidence

region preferences, the magnitude of the difference between

each region's utility was measured. The percent of utility

lost when using the circular confidence region was
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calculated using the left hand side of Eq (3). These

results are presented in Table 7. Since the two

multiattribute utility functions produced similar results

for the attribute ranges of the 12 geolocations, only the

results from the first function, Eq (7), are shown.

TABLE 5

MULTIATTRIBUTE UTILITY RESULTS FROM EQ (7)

Elliptical Conf. Region Circular Conf. Region

# Xe Xa 104n mi Utility Xe Xa' 104n mi Utility

1 .9965 19.736 .5462 0.0 120.538 0.0

2 .8734 1.370 .725 0.0 1.832 .302

3 .9949 9.947 .5444 0.0 54.383 0.0

4 .8789 2.175 .595 0.0 2.827 .073

5 .9993 6.462 .5492 0.0 99.992 0.0

6 .9906 2.882 .577 0.0 12.356 0.0

7 .8148 0.945 .793 0.0 1.095 .472

8 .9857 5.967 .5343 0.0 18.364 0.0

9 .9673 0.924 .844 0.0 2.168 .225

10 .8841 6.256 .44 0.0 8.182 0.0

11 .9695 0.776 .868 0.0 1.875 .292

12 .7408 0.932 .795 0.0 1.012 .491
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TABLE 6

MULTIATTRIBUTE UTILITY RESULTS FROM EQ (8)

Elliptical Region Circular Region

Utility Utility

1 .541 0.0

2 .731 .302

3 .540 0.0

4 .606 .073

5 .543 0.0

6 .574 0.0

7 .771 .472

8 .533 0.0

9 .847 .225

10 .456 0.0

11 .870 .292

12 .739 .491
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TABLE 7

% OF UTILITY LOST BY USE OF THE CIRCULAR CR

Geo. # % Loss

1 100

2 58

3 100

4 88

5 100

6 100

7 40

8 300

9 73

10 100

1 66

12 38
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IV. A Likelihood Approach to Confidence Region Shape

This chapter presents both the approach .sed in

conducting Phase II of the research effort and the results

obtained. As to methodology, the initial conditions of this

phase are presented first followed by a description of the

formulated model.

Research Baseline In Phase I, the established geolocations

contain bearings which all pass through the true transmitter

location and therefore have a common point of intersection.

ii a more realistic case, the selected HFDF stations may in

fact provide lines of-bearing (LOB) which do not intersect

at a point common to all. Tt is still assumed, however,

that each LOB is normally distributed with a mean, 11 and

standard deviation, o. It is this case to which Phase II is

addressed.

Model Formulation In order to determine the shape of a

confidence region in the operational case, the following was

devised. As discussed below, a grid w-as esLablished

containing both bearings from a number of HFDF receivers

and a transmiLte wose position wa discreLely mouved

throughout the grid.

Various test configurations were developed to examine
the effects of sensor location, bearing angle, and bearing

standard deviation on the confidence region shape. These

configurations are detailed in Table 8 where the entries for
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each sensor site are of the form: (station latitude (deg),

station lonqi-tude (deg), bearing (deg measured CW from

north), bearing o (deg)).

TABLE 8

SAMPLE SENSOR CONFIGURATIONS

Geolocation Sensor Site #

Case # 1 2 3 4

A (0,0,90.20) (85,90,!80.20) .....

B (-45,45,45,20) (85,90,180,20)

C (45,45,135,20) (85,90,180.90)

D (0, 0,90,20) (85,90, 180,20) (-45,45,45,20)

E (0,0,90,20) (85,90,180,20) (-45,45,30,20)

F (0,0,90,20) (85,90,180,20) (-45,45,60,20)

C . ..2-, (-4r -. ..) (-45,135,-2C,20,

I (0,0,90,10) (-45,45,30,10) (-45,135,-30,10)

I ( ,u ,,90,20) (-30,60,30,20) (-30,120,-30,20)

(0,0,90,20)\ (85,90,160,20) (-45,45,30,20) (-45,135,-30,20)

Test cases A through C contain only tdo sensors and were

designed to verify that, in fact, an elliptical region wvs

produced since intersection at only one location was

guaranteed. Also, cases B and C considered the effects of

having both a sensor closer to the intersection point and

bearings which were not perpendicular. Cases D through I

contain three sensors each. Case D was designed with a

common point of intersection in order to once again verify

that an elliptically-shaped region would be produced. Cases
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E and F varied the bearing of sensor #3 to possibly

iri-roduce distortions and/or multiple modes into the

likelihood region. For all cases discussed so far, bearing

standard deviation was set at 20 degrees. Cases G and H had

configurations in which no two bearings were perpendicular

to each other and bearing standard deviations were set to 20

and 10 degrees respectively. It was thought that reducing

the bearing standard deviation would produce multiple modes

within the area enclosed by the bearings. Case I examined

the influence of sensor proximity to the point of

intersection by placing sensors 2 and 3 closer to the

intersection than in previous cases. This case was expected

to have an effect smlmiiai to that of case H by not- aiiowing

the distance necessary for the bearing ±a lines to become

parallel, thereby failing to maximize the bearing

likelihood. Finally, case J examined four sensors with a

design similar to that of case E. By having three bearings

intersect at a common point somewhat removed from the other

intersection points, a multi-modal likelihood region was

anticipated.

For each test case, a likelihood of obtaining each

bearing given a discrete transmitter location was calculated

assuming the bearing to be normally distributed with 0

and standard deviation o. Code was developed which

calculated the angular difference between the sensor bearing
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line and the line connecting the transmitter and sensor

locations. This angular difference represents a deviation

from the bearing mean and permitted calculation of the

bearing likelihood given the specific transmitter location.

Since the bearings were assumed to be independent of each

other, the joint probability or likelihood of obtaining all

bearings is simply the product of the individual bearing

likelihoods. Similar calculations made for all of the

discrete transmitter locations within the grid. By moving

the transmitter location throughout the grid, an un-

normalized likelihood surface was obtained for each sensor

configuration. The most likely position of the transmitter

can b obtained from the coordinates of the mode. A plot of

equal likelihood contours through this surface provides an

indicator of the confidence region shape. FORTRAN and SAS

source code written to perform the above likelihood

manipulations and produce the plots are provided in Appendix

C.

hesulLs Ihe plots obtained from SAS for each ui the

referenced cases are provided in Appendix D. The first plot

foi each case iepreseWts the likelihood surface. ihe second

plot depicts equal probability contours through the

likelihood surface.

ihLtlusLinq iesulis wele swen io the test cdses. 10i

case A, a perfectly elliptical region was obtained, as
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expected. Cases B and C were clearly much less elliptical,

however. Bearings which are not perpendicular to one

another result in equal probability contours with major axes

tilied somewhat from those observed with perpendicular

bearings. In both cases, the major axes were more oriented

and curved toward the bearings from sensor #1. Ai. ther

interesting feature for cases B and C was the thinner

appearance of the contours.

The three and four bearing designs of cases D through J

tended to result in nearly elliptical likelihood regions.

For the common intersection of the three bearings in case D,

nearly-perfect elliptical regions were generated. The

distortions exp-cted in cases E and F did iuL materialize.

Only the orientation of the near elliptical regions changed

as a function of the bearing from sensor #3. The removal of

the 90 degree bearing in cases G through I tended to shift

the near elliptical regions to the right (more positive

latitude). The reduction in bearing standard deviation to

10 degrees in case H effectively concentrated the likelihood

but failed to produce multiple modes within the area.

Subsequent attempts to use values of standard deviation less

than 10 degrees failed to produce SAS output. This was due

to the extremely small likelihood values obtained with o <

10 degrees. By scaling down the area covered by the

resulting bearing intersections, bearing standard deviations
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of less than 10 degrees could be evaluated. Case I results

showed little effect from the relatively close setting of

sensors 2 and 3. The likelihood regions exhibited near

elliptical behavior except foi the outermost contour line.

Lastly, the only four bearing desigm case J, exhibited near

elliptical likelihood regions which vexe shifted to more

positive latitudes despite the reifrsertion of the 90 degree

bearing. This was most likely due to the intersection of

three bearings in a north latitude.
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V. Conclusions and Areas for Further Research

Conclusions Discussion of the results from this research is

done at two levels. First, general conclusions from both

phases are presented. It is here where the attempt is made

to tie together Phase I and II results. The second level

interprets Phase I results in terms of confidence region

shape preferences.

The following general conclusions are supported by this

research.

1. For the utility function formulations represented by

Eqs (7) and (8), the utility of a geolocation's

elliptical confidence region was always superior to the

utility of its' corresponding circular region. As

observed from Tables 5 and 6, there was little

difference in the utility values calculated from the

two formulations. In general, the dominance of the

elliptical confidence region is bounded by a factor of

1.3 in the worst case and unbounded in the best case.

2. Overall, Phase II results indicated that for the

cases tested, it appears ied-onable to assume an

elliptical shape for the confidence region of

geolocations with multiple points of bearing

intersection.

Given these individual conclusions reached by Phase I and II

respectively, it appears that the confidence region of an
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operationally established geolocation can be approximated by

an analytically derived elliptical region centered on the

most likely transmitter position. This approach is

addressed in the recommendations as a potential follow-on to

this research.

On the basis of Phase I results, the determination of

whether to prefer the elliptically-shaped confidence region

or its equal probability circular region is not nearly as

straightforward as it appears at first glance.

To understand why, attention is directed first to those

geolocations which result in confidence region areas less

than the critical area, A, , of 3.142x104 n mJ 2 
. It is

these geolocations which could be accepted under current DOD

practice. From the 12 geolocations, samples 2, 4, 7, 9, 11,

and 12 fall into this acceptance category. From Table 7,

the percent of utility lost by using the circular confidence

region for these geolocations ranges from 38% to 88%. With

these values, the dominance of the elliptical region appears

obvious. However, the plots for these same geolocations in

Appendix B do not support this dominance in all cases.

An explanation can be given to explain this apparent

ambiguity. As the circular confidence region area

approaches A, , the elliptical region will appear

"infinitely" better than its circular counterpart. This

phenomenon is a resu11 of the utility function formulation,
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as was dtscussed. Therefore, the percent loss value in

Table 7 should not be viewed as an absolute measure of

difference between the two regions. For example, the

elliptical region of geolocation 4 (circular region area of

2.827X10 4 n mi 2) has 88% more utility than its corresponding

circular region. This difference is the highest among the

six geolocations in the acceptance category. But when

comparing the traces of these six geolocations, the

elliptical regions of geolocations 9 and 11, with utility

advantages of 73% and 66%, respectively, appear to have much

more value than the elliptical region in geolocation 4. As

a result, true confidence region distinctions should only be

based on Table 7 results when the area of the circular

confidence region is much less than A,, as is the case with

geolocations 2, 7, 9, 11, and 12. It is from these utility

loss percentages that th. DOD can establish its threshold

percentage, 8, representing the minimum loss percentage

required to use the elliptical confidence region in

performing SAR analyses on the North Sea transmitter area.

Regarding the remaining geolocations, all would

presently be rejected because their circular confidence

region areas are greater than A, . Sample 6, however, was

unique in that it had a correspondinq elliptical area less

than the critical value. The dominance of the elliptical

region for this sample is clearly shown in Appendix B and
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indicates that a false rejection would have occurred.

Samples 1, 3, 5, 8, and 10 had both elliptical and circular

confidence region areas greater than A, . Any utility in

these geolocations was a direct result of the eccentricity

of the elliptical region. Four out of these five

geolocations had elliptical confidence regions with very

high eccentricities ( > 0.98) perhaps warranting

reconsideration of geolocation rejection based solely on

area.

Areas for Further Research Several possibilities exist for

further research in HFDF confidence region analysis.

1. The development of the utility function was based on

questionnaire responses from the analytical community

only. Views from the operational community must also

be sought and somehow incorporated in order to arrive

at a more representative utility function. Further,

the setting of the threshold percentage 8 is likely to

vary depending on the user community questioned. The

dynamics of this situation warrant additional work in

the area of confidence region preference. In addition,

refinement of the utility function formulation should

be accomplished by seeking out other confidence region

criteria (attributes) and by adjusting the ranges of

values used for the present attributes. An example of

the latter could be adjusting the eccentricity range to
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be from 0.5 to 1 thereby assigning considerably less

utility to more circular-like regions.

2. The sample space should be extended to include other

SAR transmitter areas of interest and the results

applied to establish desirable subsets of HFDF sites

for each transmitting area. Application of these

results to the refinement of optimal frequency

assignments should also be investigated.

3. Using bearing test data from operational

geolocations, the feasibility of establishing

analytical confidence region approximations can be

investigated using the following methodology: 1) locate

the most likely transmitter position (the mode of the

likelihood surface ) using some type of gradient search

technique; and 2) generate an analytical confidence

region centered on this estimate by placing all of the

test bearings through this location. Also, validation

of these confidence regions can be explored by creating

a multi-variate normal distribution which models this

real world situation.
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Appendix A: Utility Function Input Data

Questionnaire

Answeis to Lhu following sets if questions .,il erl' it
development of a Keeney-Raiffa multiattribute utility
function for HFDF confidence areas. This utility function
will be used to determine preferences between elliptical
confidence regions (as developed by D7 Technical Memorandum
No. 72-05) and equivalent probability circular
approximations to these regions.

The first two sets of questions below will permit
measurement of the utility of each attribute or dimension
individually. The two attributes used in this research are
the eccentricity, e, and area, A, of the confidence region.
Eccentricity is a measure of the shape of an elliptical
region and varies in value between 1 (most desired) and 0
(least desired). The figure below illustrates ellipses
having the same major axis but different eccentricities.

Y

e-0
e 0.5
e - 0.7

e- 0.9

-1 X

Figure 2. Illustration of Flipse Eccentricity (5:102)

The area of the confidence region will vary in value from
near 0 (most desired) to 71di (least desired) where d. is the
maximum allowable error radius in NM. Prior to answering
the questions relating to the area attribute, the respondent
must identify below the largest existing d, value which will
be used
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throughout the questionnaire.

di - 100 NM

1) One-Dimensional Attribute: Eccentricity

"If given the choice between either a 50:50 chance of
getting an eccentricity, e, of 0.7 or 0.0 (see figure
for approximate shapes), or a P:(l-P) chance of getting
an eccentricity of 1 or 0, which would you prefer if
P=40%? 10%? 30%? or finally, 20%?" (Sequentially
answer these questions until a probability is reached
where you are indifferent between the two choices and
provide that value below.)

p =

Answer these same questions above if the values of e in the
first chance were now 0.5 or 0.0. Enter the new probability
below.

Answer these same questions above if the values of e in the
first chance were now 0.9 or 0.0. Enter the new probability
below.

Answer these same questions above if the values of e in the
first chance were now 0.8 or 0.0. Enter the new probability
below.

2) One-Dimensional Attribute: Area

"If given the choice between either a 50:50 chance of
getting an area, A, of 0.5(n(d) 2 ) or t(d1)

2 , or a
P:(I-P) chance of getting an area of near 0 (point
location) or 2(d1)

2 , which would you prefer if P=40%?
10",? 30?? or finally 20%?" (Secucntiai]Jy an,;er
these questions until a probability is reached where
you are indifferent between the two choices and provide
that valuc below.)
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Answer the same questions if the values of A in the first
chance were now .25(n(d) 2 ) or (d1 )

2. Enter the new
probability below.

.A1.nswer the same questions if the values of A in the first
chance were now .75(7c(d )2 or 7t(di) 2  Enter the new
probability below.

The next two sets of questions will allow calculation
of the scaling factors for each attribute. Each factor, k1 ,
represents the multiattribute utility of the best level of
the attribute i when all other attributes are at their worst
levels.

3) Scaling Factor: Eccentricity

"Su pose you know; that you could certainly obtain a
geolocation X which had the characteristics

(e=l,A-rdi). You could also establish a geolocation
that with a probability P will have (e=l,A=0) or

which, with probability (1-P) might have (e-0,A-Ttd2)

Would you opt for geolocation X if P=90%? 10%? 80%?
20%? 70%? 30%? 60%? 40%? or finally 50%?"

Enter the probability value below for which you would opt
for geolocation X.

4) Scaling Factor: Area

"Suppose you know instead that you could certainly
obtain a geolocation Y which had the characteristics
(A=0,e-0) . You could also establish a geolocation
that with a probability P will have (e=l,A=O) or

which, with probability (l-P), might have (e-0,A-nd').
Wolrd y-) opt for rrn orotion Y if P-n0%? 10%? 80%?

20%? 70%? 30%? 60%? 40%? or finally 50%?"

Enter the probability value below for which you would opt
for geolocation Y.
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/P

Thank you for your assistance in completing this
questionnaire. Please retuin it to the address shown below
not later than 30 Nov 90.

Capt Paul Nemec
AFIT/ENA
P.O. Box 4574
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-6583
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Questionnaire Responses

Tables 9 and 10 each provide four sets of responses to

the above questionnaire. Table 9 contains results for the

eccentricity attribute while Table 10 lists area attribute

values. Scaling factor results for both attributes appear

in Chapter III.

TABLE 9

ECCENTRICITY ATTRIBUTE SURVEY RESULTS

Survey # (XeP) U(Xe)

(.7,.3) .6

(.5,.2) .4
1

(.9, .4) .8

(.8,.4) .8

(.7,.4) .8

(.5, .3) .6

(.9, .4) .8

(.8,.4) .8

(.7,.4) .

(.5,.3) .6
3

(.9,.4) .8

(.8. 4) .8

(.7,.29) .58

(.5,.19) .38
4

(.9,.42) .84

(.8,.36) .72

5 5



TABLE 10

AREA ATTRIBUTE SURVEY RESULTS

Survey #(Xa* 10nl rnt2, p) U (XA)

(1.571,.3) .6

1 (0.785,.4) .8

___ __ __ ___ __ __(2.356, .1) .2

2 Same as for #1 Same as for #1

3 Same as for #1 Same as for #1

(1.571,25) .5

4 (0.785,.38) .76

(2.356,.13) .26



Appendix B: Confidence Region Plots

GEOLOCATION #1
875 wi

100-mi

Y(PS),Y'PSI I1 S)X'PI K..* 'x
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GEOLOCATION #3
575' mli

Y (PSI), Y,(PSI)

-575 -mi
-57ml X(PSI),X'(PSI) 575-ml

GEOLOCATION #4

125-ml

Y(PS),Y'PSI I (S)X(S) 15m



GEOLOCATION #5

-S m 75 -l1PI IX (S ) 7 0 m

Y(PSI),Y'(PSI)-- 
-

595



GEOLOCATIDN #7
75 mi

Y(PSI ),Y' (PSI)

-75 ml
-75-ml X(PSI),X'(PSI) 75-ml

GEOLOCATION #8
350 ml

Y(PSI),Y' (PSI)

-350 ml
-350-mi X(PSI),X'(PSI) 350-mi

60



______GEOLOCATION #9

Y(PSI) Y(PSI)

-125-ml -125 ml X(PSI),X'(PSI) 125 mi

GEOLOCAT.ION #10
225-ml

Ike
Y(PSI),Y' (PSI) 

* ~

-225-ml -225-ml X(PSI),X'(PSI) 225rnl



125 mi

Y(PSI),Yt (PSI)

-125 ml
-125rni X(PSI),X'(PSI) 125-mi

GEOLOC-ATION #12
75 mi

Y(PSI),Y'(PSI)

-75-ml
-75i X(PSI),X'(PSI) 75rni
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Appendix C: Phase II FORTRAN and SAS Code

--- FORTRAN SOURCE---

C

c The output file FORT.l contains a (Lat,Lon,Likelihood) data set
C

real Likely
real LLat,L~on
real LLLat, LLLon, UP~at, IJRLon, DLat, M~on
dimension Sensor(l0,4)
integer Lat, Lon, Azm, SDv
data Lat/1/Lon/2/Azm/3/SDv/4/

DegRad = ATAN(1.0)/45.0
print *,'H~ow many sensors?
read *, NS
if (Ns.le.0) go to 20
do 10 i = 1 , Ns

print *,'Sensor ',i,' Latitude, Longitude?
read *,Sensor(i,Lat) ,Sensor(i,Lon)
print *, 'Sensor ',i,' Azimuth, Std dev?
read *,Sensor(i,Azm) ,Sensor(i,SDv)

10 continue
print *,'Lat, ion of lower left corner of target box?;

read *,LLLat,LLLon
print *,'Lat, ion of upper right corner of target box?

read *,URLat,URLon
print *, 'Latitude, longitude step z-izes?'

read *,DLat,DLon
go to 30

20 continue
Ns = 3
Sensor(l,Lat) = 0.0
Sensor(l,Lon) = 0.0
Sensor(l,Azm) = 90.0
Sensor(l,SDv) = 10.0

Sensor(2,Lat) = 85.0
Sensor(2,Lon) = 90.0
Sensor(2,Azm) = 180.0
Sensor(2,SDv) = 10.0

Sensor(3,Lat) = -20.0
Sensor(3,Lon) = 60.0
Sensor(3,Azm) = 45.0
Sensor(3,SDv) = 10.0

LLJat = -30.0
LLLon - 60.0
URLat = 30.0
URLon = 120.0
Diat = 2.0
DLon = 2.0
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30 continue

31 continue

T at .L
c
c repeat

40 continue
TLon = LLLon

C
repeat

50 continue
Likely = 1.0
do 60 i = 1 ,Ns

Call Taraz(Sensor(i,Lat) ,Sensor(i,Lon) ,TLat,TLon,TAzm,TRng)
AzmErr = ACOS(cos (DegRad* (TAzm-Sensor(i,Azm) ) ))/DegRad
Likely = Likely*Rornlal(AzrnErr,Sensor(i,SDv))

60 continue
write( 1, l000)Tlat,TLon,Likely

1000 format(lx,2f7.2,e16.5)
TLon = TLon + DLon

C
c until

if (TLon .le. URLon ) go to 50
TLat =TLat + DLat

until
if (Tlat .le. UR.Lat ) go to 40

end

real function Rormal(Miss,StdDev)
real M~iss, StdDev

c print *,'Y.2ss =',Miss
c print *, StdDev =, StdDev

Rorrnal =exp(-(Miss*Miss/(2.0*StdDev*StdDev)))

c print *' Normal =',Normal
return
end

Real Function Sgn(X)
IF (X.lt.0.0) Sgn=-1.0
IF (X..eq.0.0) Sgn= 0.0
IF (X.gt.0.0) Sgn= 1.0
RETURN
END
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Subroutine Taraz(Ltl,Lnl.Lt2,Ln2,Azimuth,Range)
C
C Subroutine Taraz will determine the surfacre range and azimuth from one
C point to another using great circle routes.
C

Real Ltl, Lnl, Lt2, Ln2, Azimuth, Range
Degrad = ATAN(1.0)/45.0
T=STN(Degrad*Ltl )*SIN(Dearad*Lt2)

IF (ABS(T).gt.1.0) T=SGN(T)
Range=ACI-'S(T)
T=SIN(Range)*COS(Degrad*Ltl)
TF (ABS(T).ge.0.O00l1)

1 T=(SIN(Degrad*Lt2)-COS(Range)*SIN(Degrad*Ltl) /,T
IF (ABS(T).gt.l.0) T=SGN(T)
Azimuth=ACOS (T) /Degrad
Range=Range*3443 .0
IF (SIN(Degrad* (LrI2-Lnl)) .lt.0. 0) Azimuth=-Azimuth
RETURN
END
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- SAS -

goptions device=tek4107;

infile normal;
input it In pr;

proc g3grid data=pdf out=graph;
grid ln*it=pr / partial

near = 8
axisl = 45 to 105 by 5
axis2 = -30 to 30 by 5;

titlel f=xswiss ' 1;
proc g3d data=graph;

plot ln*lt=pr / caxis = white
ctext = white
ctop = green
cbottom = rose;

proc gcontour;
plot Ln*lt=pr;
run;
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Appendix D: Likelihood Surfaces and Contours

For Phase II sample sensor configurations A through J,

the corresponding likelihood surfaces followed by their

equal-probability contours are shown.

Case A

Pe

8.][ fi3J
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" -IS e 5 3
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-B - .t4 - 30
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Case B
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Case C
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Case D
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Case E
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Case F
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Case G
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Case I
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Case J
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